LISBON: A CITY DEFINED
BY UNCHARACTERISTIC
GROWTH

UNLOCKING THE OPPORTUNITY
IN THIS HOTBED OF COMMERCE
INNOVATION
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MILLENNIALS HAVE DIFFERENT
DEMANDS
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NEW WAYS TO RETAIL
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The burgeoning start-up scene in Lisbon
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in
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habits, and decrease in car ownership,
retailers are focusing efforts on proximity
retail, and services that provide easy, fast
and cost effective shopping solutions.
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The change in the way that millennials
shop can be in part attributed to the fact
that they are digitally-native and expect
that physical retail should be experiential,
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in popularity, there is a tension between
the native inhabitants and newly arrived
creative class, as they’re driving up the cost

complimentary

co-working

and Sonae have created schemes to
attract start-ups relevant to retail; Sonae
with its Disrupt Retail encouraging anyone
with technology based solutions that
have the potential to affect retail to come
forward, and Auchan Holding with Startup SCAN, which seeks any innovative
ideas, products, or solutions, for its retail
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A NEW DAWN

demographics means that it can act as

These factors mean it is an exciting

a testbed for store format innovation –

time for retail in Lisbon. With great
opportunities comes great challenges.
Capitalising on the potential provided will
require brands to collaborate and partner,
not only with traditional retail customers,
but new innovative route to consumer
models. Treat the city as an innovation
retail playground, leaning in to test and
learn, while being willing to fail fast. What
is learned here can be rolled out not only
in Portugal, but elsewhere in Europe. With
growth becoming harder to find, it will be
markets like Portugal, and the gems found
within that unlock it, that brands and
retailers alike would be prudent to pay
attention to.

Lisbon

is

a

city

undergoing

Event

25 JUL

HEALTH & WELLNESS WORKSHOP - JERSEY CITY, NJ

26 JUL

DRUG CHANNEL WORKSHOP - JERSEY CITY, NJ

8 AUG

ALBERTSONS SAFEWAY - VIRTUAL EVENT

19 SEP

CANADIAN RETAIL CONFERENCE - TORONTO, ON

20 SEP

CANADIAN ECOMMERCE CONFERENCE - TORONTO, ON

20 SEP

EUROPEAN DISCOUNTERS PLANNING WORKSHOP - FRANKFURT, GERMANY

26-27 SEP

CONVENIENCE & SMALL STORES CONFERENCE - CHARLOTTE, NC
REGIONAL GROCERS CONFERENCE - TAMPA, FL

3-4 OCT

that do this successfully can harness

9-10 OCT

learnings to increase chances of winning

17 OCT

TARGET WORKSHOP - VIRTUAL EVENT

23 OCT

CONVENIENCE RETAILING WORKSHOP - LONDON, UK

new routes to consumers and use on-

23 OCT

DIGITAL LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP - SEATTLE, WA

demand fulfilment solutions as consumer

24 OCT

AMAZON WORKSHOP - SEATTLE, WA

expectations of speed and convenience

14-15 NOV

in other markets. The evolution of the city
also means that brands will need to find

rise. It will also be important for brands to
lean into collaborations and partnerships,
perhaps with unusual bedfellows, the

5 DEC
12-13 DEC

RUSSIAN RETAIL KEY ACCOUNT PLANNING WORKSHOP - MOSCOW, RUSSIA

WALMART & SAM’S CLUB WORKSHOP - BENTONVILLE, AR
TURKISH RETAIL KEY ACCOUNT PLANNING WORKSHOP - ISTANBUL, TURKEY
INSIGHTS CONFERENCE - ATLANTA, GA

example of Sonae and Auchan both
leveraging the vibrant startup community
in Lisbon to innovate is a perfect one –
move outside of your comfort zone and try
new things. More and more, consumers are
models and direct to consumer solutions
shown there are still new ways to reach

a

consumers and innovate. If a brand can

transformation, and the young creative

do these things successfully, it should

culture its fostering means that it is an

help unlock the growth that has become

exciting market for brands to participate

increasingly hard to find.

in. The startup scene and changing

SAVE THE DATE

as Auchan is already doing – and brands

favouring new ways to shop, subscription
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